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Congrats to Men’s Water Polo!

BEST SEASON IN PROGRAM HISTORY

Complete season and NCAA Tournament recaps inside!
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Tigers fall in overtime, take second place

Pacific comes up short against USC despite Erdelyi’s seven goals
Ruben Dominguez
Editor-in-Chief

PALO ALTO, Calif. –
The Pacific men’s water
polo team fought to the final
whistle while they gave fivetime
defending
national
champions the biggest scare
of their championship era.
However, the No. 2 Tigers
came up just short by doing
everything but win the game
in a 12-11 overtime loss to
the No. 1 Trojans in the 2013
NCAA Men’s Water Polo
National
Championship
Game on Sunday, Dec. 8 at
the Avery Aquatics Center.
“Just because someone
is crowned the champion
doesn’t mean that the other
team shouldn’t feel proud.
They made for one of the best
NCAA championship games
I’ve ever seen,” declared
Pacific Head Coach James
Graham.
The Tigers did not go
down
quietly,
especially
not Balazs Erdelyi ’14. The
Pacific senior finished with
a whopping seven goals in
the game—nabbing the 2013
NCAA Championship’s most
valuable player honors.
“After the game yesterday,
coming back and playing on
the same level—if not better—
that’s just amazing. I’m so
proud of every player on the
team. I couldn’t be more
proud. We can leave this pool
with their heads up because
we did amazing,” Erdelyi
declared.
Pacific goaltender Alex
Malkis ’14 was stellar by
tallying 17 saves, including
a penalty stop in the fourth
period. Malkis, along with
Erdelyi and Goran Tomasevic
’14, was named to the NCAA
championship all-tournament
first team. Alex Obert ’15
and Kevin Oliveira ’14 were
named to the all-tournament
second team.
Spurred on by their
spectacular crowd, the Tigers
came out with fervor to
claim Pacific’s third national
championship
in
school
history. However, it was the
Trojans’ Nikola Vavic who
broke through about two
minutes into the contest.
Erdelyi responded with a
goal from the center on an
exclusion. Though USC scored
again, Erdelyi found Oliviera
in front for a power goal to tie
the game at 2-2.
Erdelyi gave the Tigers their
first lead with another power

Pacific goaltender Alex Malkis ‘14 (above) makes a save.

play goal with 1:26 left in the
period. Though the Trojans
responded with a power play
goal of their own, University
of
Southern
California’s
(USC) Russell Renteria was
called for a penalty for holding
Tomasevic. Erdelyi converted
the five-meter shot with 52
seconds left in the period for
a 4-3 Tiger lead.
Erdelyi earned another
penalty shot goal after Connor
Virjee held Casey Fleming
’16. That was all the offense
Pacific would muster for the
rest of the half as the Trojans
tacked on two more goals for a
5-5 halftime score.
Oliveira got Pacific going
in the third with a shot off the
post and goalkeeper James
Clark at the 6:24 mark. Just
over a minute later, Erdelyi
found Ben Stevenson ’17 in
front for another goal and a
7-5 lead. USC would tie the
game again at 7-7 thanks to
perimeter goals from Vavic
and Kostas Genidounias.
However, Aleksandar Petrovic
’16 converted with 1:24 left to
send Pacific into the fourth
period with a 8-7 lead.
After the Trojans missed a
shot off the post to begin the
fourth, Oliveira was called for
a penalty for illegal entrance
after an exclusion. However,
Malkis was up to the task by
stopping the five-meter shot.
The next play, USC was called
for its third penalty, with
Erdelyi converting again for a
9-7 lead.
“[Malkis’] penalty block
was so huge at that moment.
I’ve never heard the crowd get
so loud. It was crazy. It was
amazing. He played a great
game. He was a wall,” Graham

affirmed.
A goal from Rex Butler was
answered by Erdelyi, who
fired it in from the right post
for a 10-8 lead with 3:31 left
to play.
Then, the Trojans showed
their championship mentality
by clamping down on defense
and scoring three unanswered
goals, with the third from
Jeremy Davie off a lob pass
with exactly two minutes
left in the game. However,
following a near miss off the
crossbar, the Tigers drew an
exclusion, and Erdelyi found
the back of the net with 20
seconds remaining to send
the game into overtime with a
tie at 11-11.
After a scoreless first
overtime
period,
Vavic
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knocked in a cross-shot
with 2:17 left in the second
overtime frame. The Tigers
kept fighting, with Kristian
Laczkovics’ ’16 shot hitting
the upper left corner with 36
seconds remaining. However,
USC clinched its sixth
consecutive
championship
when the Trojans produced a
steal with 22 seconds left and
ran out the clock.
“We should be proud
today. We should be proud of
the effort we’ve put forth this
whole season to get to this
game and play a game like
that. Obviously, we have a lot
of pride in that. We’ve got to
get back to work and get ready
for next year,” stated Graham.
Before this past season,
there was a group of schools

commonly referred to as the
“Big 4.” Since 1997, no other
school except USC, UCLA,
Stanford and Cal has claimed
a national men’s water polo
championship, and no real
challenger has emerged since
UC San Diego’s championship
game appearance in 2000.
However, that changed
this year. Not only did Pacific
manage to defeat all four
schools in the same season for
the first time ever, but they
also proved a very real threat
to the throne, and perhaps, a
threat to make it a “Big 5.”
“I think we’ve shattered the
image that there’s a ‘Big 4’ of
schools. I think that there’s a
possibility that if people want
to believe and people want to
do something bigger, that they
don’t want to just be apart
of something in a program
and want to be a reason in a
program, they can come to
Pacific and make something
happen—something special
like these guys did,” explained
Graham.
Pacific finishes the season
with a 23-5 overall record,
a Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation regular season
title, five players on NCAA alltournament teams, almost a
month with the No. 1 overall
ranking, the first appearance
in an NCAA championship
game in program history, and
the knowledge that the best
team in program history has
left a mark on University of
the Pacific and the collegiate
water polo world.
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Micaela Todd
Spurred on by the crowd (left), Balazs Erdelyi ‘14 (right) led the way with seven goals in the championship game.
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Season ends in
first MPSF title
Drew Jones

Sports Editor

Pacific’s defense readies for a shot from a Stanford player.

Micaela Todd

Crowd goes wild as Tigers
topple Stanford in semis
Ruben Dominguez
Editor-in-Chief

PALO ALTO, Calif. –
Busses and cars packed with
Pacific fans stormed the Avery
Aquatics Center Saturday,
Dec. 7, proving to be a force
so powerful that Stanford fans
found themselves outmanned
and outgunned at their own
pool. Spurred on by an intense
atmosphere that set the stage
for an instant classic, the
No. 2 seed Tigers toppled
the No. 3 seed Cardinal in
an 11-10 thriller in the NCAA
tournament semifinals.
“We’ve been in these
situations repeatedly. Finally,
we got to a place where we are
comfortable in these backand-forth games. We have a
belief system where we can
pull it off at the end,” stated
Pacific Head Coach James
Graham after the game.
The win moved Pacific into
the program’s first ever NCAA
championship game against
No. 1 seed USC, who blitzed
through No. 5 seed St. Francis
Brooklyn 12-3 in the other
semifinal.
“[The crowd] was huge
for us. I didn’t think there
were any Stanford fans. All I
heard were our fans,” revealed
goalkeeper Alex Malkis ’14.
Balazs Erdelyi ’14, Alex
Obert ’15 and Kevin Oliveira
‘14 each tallied a pair of goals
for Pacific. Malkis was stellar
in goal by stopping 12 shots.
The mood was palpable
from the start, with chants
of “U-O-P” echoing across
the pool and being picked
up by the broadcast. Both

teams battled through early
exclusions, with neither side
able to break through in the
opening six minutes of play.
Finally, it was the Cardinal
who began the scoring, with
Alex Bowen deflecting in a
pass in front of the net.
The
Tigers’
response
was swift. After drawing an
exclusion, Pacific worked the
ball to the top, and Aleksandar
Petrovic ’16 fired it home to
tie the game at 1-1 with 1:33
left in the period. Drawing
another penalty, this time it
was Kristian Laczkovics ‘16
taking a pass from Erdelyi and
sliding the ball past Stanford
goalie Drew Holland. With the
seconds ticking away, Balazs
Szabo ’14 threw it by Holland
as time expired to give Pacific
a 3-1 lead after the first frame.
The second period proved
to be back and forth. A goal
by Goran Tomasevic ’14 was
sandwiched in between two
Stanford goals within the
first two and a half minutes
of the frame. Casey Fleming
’16 extended the lead to 5-3
with a power play goal at the
front of the net. The Cardinal
answered shortly after, but
Obert’s goal from the right
post gave the Tigers a 6-4
lead with 2:53 to play. Both
defenses would hold, resulting
in a two-goal advantage for
Pacific at halftime.
Stanford came out firing in
the third period, with goals
from Bowen and Connor
Cleary evening the score at the
4:26 mark. Just 20 seconds
later, Oliveira responded with
a goal from the right post to
restore the Pacific lead. Two

goals by the Cardinal gave
Stanford its first lead since the
third period with just over a
minute left. However, Oliviera
again provided the response
by scoring from the right post
to send the game into the final
frame tied at 8-8.
An early goal by Stanford
moved the Cardinal in front
9-8. Pacific fought back with
its Cutino Award-winner, as
Erdelyi finally broke through
with a long-distance goal from
the left side. The Cardinal
broke the tie with just over
three minutes left.
After possessions by both
teams and with time running
out, Malkis fired a long-range
pass to a streaking Erdelyi on
the right side. Erdelyi beat the
Stanford defender and fired a
rocket past Holland to tie the
contest at 10-10 with 2:22 left.
Then, the Tigers drew
an exclusion on Bowen
and capitalized with a pass
from Oliveira to Obert, who
deflected it by Holland to
take an 11-10 lead with just 46
seconds left.
“He [Oliveira] just finds
me and throws it at me, and I
find a way to tip it in. It was
just back to practice, except
this one was to go to the
NCAA championship,” Obert
recollected.
In the final possession,
Stanford drew an exclusion on
Fleming for a man advantage
with 14 seconds left. A lob
pass reached Cleary, who
missed over the crossbar with
one second remaining. Malkis
got the ball and ran out the
clock, as the Tigers and their
fans celebrated wildly.

Men’s water polo had an
incredibly remarkable season this year, with one of
their best in program history. The Tigers took the
nation by surprise by winning their first regular season conference title in the
Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation (MPSF). They
came out firing in the water—bringing home victories in their first six games
of the season. Pacific was
handed their first loss of the
season in the quarterfinal
game of the NorCal tournament when they faced off
against then No. 5 Stanford.
They were edged by the Cardinal 9-8 in overtime.
However, the Tigers
bounced back and got their
revenge with a two goal
victory in conference play.
Pacific moved into the No.
2 spot in the NCAA ranking pool. Pacific displayed
that they deserved it with
tremendous wins over then
No. 4 Cal, No. 14 Santa
Clara and No. 6 UCSB.
Every game Pacific played
this season was against another ranked team besides
one. The Tigers opened up
their season ranked No. 5 in
the nation and worked their
way up to a No. 1 ranking after defeating USC in a conference matchup at home

in the onset of November.
They got their official revenge after losing to USC on
Oct. 13 in the SoCal men’s
water polo tournament. Pacific knew what they had to
do in order to take down the
new No. 1 in the nation.
The conference game
and battle for No. 1 was a
tug of war, but the Tigers
broke free and put the Trojans away for good, 10-6.
Pacific held their No. 1 place
throughout the rest of the
season and headed into the
MPSF conference tournament. This was the first time
in program history that Pacific stood at No. 1 in the nation. The Tigers ran through
the No. 8 UC Irvine Anteaters with ease—moving into
the semifinal game against
rival USC. The Tigers fell
to the Trojans, 18-13, and
needed to reset if they were
going to advance to the
NCAA tournament.
“We were riding high because we were No. 1 in the
country. We weren’t ready
going into the MPSF game
against USC. That game,
that loss, refocused us. It
made us hungry again. If we
had won, we wouldn’t have
been hungry and wouldn’t
have won today,” revealed

MPSF SEASON

continued ON page 4

Micaela Todd
Aleksandar Petrovic ‘16 (above) readies for a shot on goal.
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Tigers claim MSPF regular season title, third in conference tourney
MPSF SEASON

continued from page 3

Malkis after their win over the
Cardinal on Saturday.
Pacific went into the third
place game against then No.
2 UCLA head on and kept the
lead the entire game. Goalkeeper Alex Malkis ’14 made
13 saves, including two blocks
against five-meter penalty
shots.
Attacker Balazs Erdelyi ’14

is one of only three players
to receive NCAA tournament
MVP honors without winning
the national title. Erdelyi tallied seven goals in the championship game, a new NCAA
record.
Head Coach James Graham was named the MPSF
Coach of the Year, which is
the first time that a Pacific
coach has received this honor.
Four of his players received
all-conference honors: Malkis, Erdelyi, Goran Tomasevic

’14 and Alex Obert ’15. Malkis,
Erdelyi and Tomasevic earned
All-MPSF first team honors,
while Obert received second
team honors.
Erdelyi sits in the fifth spot
for most goals scored in a season in the MPSF. Of all Pacific players, Erdelyi comes in
third for the most career goals
at a whopping 276 goals, averaging 3.27 goals per game this
season, which is the second
best in the MPSF.
Tomasevic comes off a red-

shirt season with 67 goals—
averaging 2.48 in a single
game. At Pacific, Tomasevic
ranks eighth in scoring with
198 career goals.
Malkis proved his leadership by blocking the net with
an average of 12.85 saves per
game. Malkis currently holds
the second place position in
saves at Pacific with 1,028
career stops—just 33 short of
the program’s record.
Obert comes off a second
team All-American season—

scoring 40 goals in 26 games.
Obert served as a utility player by shifting roles in various
games.
The Tigers had an inspiring and remarkable season
by setting records for most
wins, fewest losses and deepest NCAA run. Pacific’s greatest finish was in 1993 when
they came in fifth place in the
NCAA tournament. The 2013
Tigers will go down in history as one of the best athletic
teams at Pacific.

Pacific’s roar heard throughout water polo world

The Pacific crowd roars at the NCAA Tournament.

Ruben Dominguez
Editor-in-Chief

Going into the 2013
NCAA Men’s Water Polo
Tournament, there were
several presumptions about
the external game factors.
With Stanford serving as
the home team and University
of
Southern
California
(USC)’s national presence
making guaranteed turnouts,
there was little doubt the two
“Big 4” schools in attendance
would have tons of support.
St.
Francis
was
from
Brooklyn—meaning a crosscountry journey was unlikely
for most fans. Not much was
expected of the Pacific crowd.
Instead, it was the Pacific
fans who stole the show.
Busloads of fans, students,
alumni, relatives and other
student-athletes packed the
Avery Aquatic Center to play
their part in making the 2013
NCAA Tournament arguably
the most epic in history.
Three busses packed with
Tiger supporters departed
from Stockton on Saturday,
Dec. 7 and began to pack the

west side of the pool even
before the first semifinal
between USC and St. Francis.
Once there, they were met by
several fans and alumni who
had driven out to Palo Alto,
Calif. on their own.
As soon as the official
NCAA broadcast of the Pacific
vs. Stanford game began,
chants of “U-O-P” began
echoing through the stream,
with the audio not fully able to
display the roars coming from
the orange and black crowd.
Several Pacific flags, as well
as fatheads of players were
on hand as the Stanford fans
knew they were in for a fight.
During
player
introductions,
something
remarkable happened. Pacific
voices began to overpower
Cardinal fans. As a result, the
Stanford players were booed
in their own pool—turning
this “neutral site” NCAA
semifinal hosted at their
opponent’s pool into a home
game for the Tigers.
Throughout the backand-forth contest, Pacific
fans endlessly cheered for
the Tigers without a drop in

Micaela Todd

Drew Jones
President Pamela A. Eibeck (podium) speaks during the rally held for the team.

intensity. It was absolutely
astounding, and the players
themselves
acknowledged
the incredible displays from
Pacific fans. Every goal was
followed by a gesture to the
crowd, with Pacific goalkeeper
Alex Malkis ‘14 raising his
hands to keep up the noise
during the match.
“[The crowd] was huge for
us. I didn’t think there were
any Stanford fans. All I heard
were our fans. Having that
mental push from the crowd,
was huge. I don’t know if we
could have done it without
them,” Malkis affirmed.
In the championship game,
the Trojan supporters came
out in droves, taking up the
entire east stands with their
fans and band. Surely, with
this opposition and Pacific’s
lack of band presence,
the Tiger fans would be
overshadowed.
However, teven more fans
than from the previous day
packed the west stands with
orange and black—filling
the aisles with signs, flags,
fatheads and incredible spirit.
Even before the game, the

atmosphere turned into a
water polo version of “West
Side Story.” It was Tigers vs.
Trojans, orange and black vs.
cardinal and gold, and the
powerhouse vs. the upstart
contender. Chants of “U-S-C”
from the east were answered
by “U-O-P” from the west.
Pacific fans even bobbed their
thumbs-up gestures to the
rhythm of the USC fight song.
After the finish, several
USC fans illegally jumped
down from the stands and
into the pool—thereby finding
themselves
cornered
by
security. Meanwhile, Pacific
fans blasted out a “thank
you, Tigers” chant, which was
acknowledged by the team.
Pacific
Head
Coach
James Graham was just one
of the people who spoke
of the crowd’s amazing
performance, stating that it
was an incredible atmosphere
that made for the best
championship game he’s ever
seen. Malkis even revealed
after his penalty save that his
left ear, which was facing the
west stands, started to hurt as
a result of the noise.

Despite
the
freezing
temperatures
and
the
unfortunate result, hundreds
of Tiger fans stayed outside
the entrance of the Avery
Aquatics Center to greet and
cheer the players. A rally was
held in The Lair on Monday
in recognition of the team’s
incredible season. Pacific
President Pamela A. Eibeck
gave a rousing speech, and
the fans, players and coaches
celebrated to cap off an
unforgettable journey.
Despite the stereotypes
and preconceived notions
directed towards Pacific fans,
the Tiger faithful put on
arguably the greatest display
of fandom in the history
of Pacific athletics. Fans,
alumni, supporters, school
officials and players should
feel proud of the tremendous
accomplishments
of
not
only the men’s water polo
team, but also the fans that
continued to cheer even after
the end. Without a doubt, this
weekend proved Tiger fans
aren’t one-trick ponies, and
there is indisputable support
for water polo at Pacific.

